Spatial and Temporal Control Over Multilayer Bio-Polymer Film Assembly and Composition.
Biosensing applications have taken advantage of lab-on-a-chip technologies for sample handling and sensors integration for highly sensitive, specific detection with high throughput. These systems are based on 2.5D fabrication principles with sensing elements restricted to an array format in two dimensions. In this report, a sensing platform that recovers biosensing capabilites in three spatial dimensions is presented. This is achieved by leveraging chitosan, a stimulus responsive polyaminosaccharide that undergoes a sol-gel transition driven by a change of pH. This process can be repeated, resulting in a multilayered hydrogel stack where each layer carries a unique chemical identity. In addition, the functionality of chitosan can be modified prior to or during the assembly process. This is demonstrated by introducing both a carboxylic acid functionality and additional primary amines to the base chitosan polymer. The assembly process is shown to be compatible with microfluidic dimensions.